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Active Disturbance Rejection Control of Dynamic Systems: A Flatness Based
Approach describes the linear control of uncertain nonlinear systems. The net
result is a practical controller design that is simple and surprisingly robust, one
that also guarantees convergence to small neighborhoods of desired equilibria or
tracking errors that are as close to zero as desired. This methodology differs from
current robust feedback controllers characterized by either complex matrix
manipulations, complex parameter adaptation schemes and, in other cases,
induced high frequency noises through the classical chattering phenomenon. The
approach contains many of the cornerstones, or philosophical features, of Model
Free Control and ADRC, while exploiting flatness and GPI control in an efficient
manner for linear, nonlinear, mono-variable and multivariable systems, including
those exhibiting inputs delays. The book contains successful experimental
laboratory case studies of diverse engineering problems, especially those relating
to mechanical, electro-mechanical, robotics, mobile robotics and power
electronics systems. Provides an alternative way to solve disturbance rejection
problems and robust control problem beyond the existing approaches based on
matrix algebra and state observers Generalizes the widely studied Extended
State Observer to a class of observers called Generalized Proportional Integral
Observers (GPI Observers) Contains successful experimental laboratory case
studies
This book is devoted to new methods of control for complex dynamical systems
and deals with nonlinear control systems having several degrees of freedom,
subjected to unknown disturbances, and containing uncertain parameters.
Various constraints are imposed on control inputs and state variables or their
combinations. The book contains an introduction to the theory of optimal control
and the theory of stability of motion, and also a description of some known
methods based on these theories. Major attention is given to new methods of
control developed by the authors over the last 15 years. Mechanical and
electromechanical systems described by nonlinear Lagrange’s equations are
considered. General methods are proposed for an effective construction of the
required control, often in an explicit form. The book contains various techniques
including the decomposition of nonlinear control systems with many degrees of
freedom, piecewise linear feedback control based on Lyapunov’s functions,
methods which elaborate and extend the approaches of the conventional control
theory, optimal control, differential games, and the theory of stability. The
distinctive feature of the methods developed in the book is that the c- trols
obtained satisfy the imposed constraints and steer the dynamical system to a
prescribed terminal state in ?nite time. Explicit upper estimates for the time of the
process are given. In all cases, the control algorithms and the estimates obtained
are strictly proven.
Based on the results of over 10 years of research and development by the
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authors, this book presents a broad cross section of dynamic programming (DP)
techniques applied to the optimization of dynamical systems. The main goal of
the research effort was to develop a robust path planning/trajectory optimization
tool that did not require an initial guess. The goal was partially met with a
combination of DP and homotopy algorithms. DP algorithms are presented here
with a theoretical development, and their successful application to variety of
practical engineering problems is emphasized.
Systems are everywhere and we are surrounded by them. We are a complex
amalgam of systems that enable us to interact with an endless array of external
systems in our daily lives. They are electrical, mechanical, social, biological, and
many other types that control our environment and our well-being. By
appreciating how these systems function, will broaden our understanding of how
our world works. Readers from a variety of disciplines will benefit from the
knowledge of system behavior they will gain from this book and will be able to
apply those principles in various contexts. The treatment of the subject is non-
mathematical, and the book considers some of the latest concepts in the systems
discipline, such as agent based systems, optimization, and discrete events and
procedures. The diverse range of examples provided in this book, will allow
readers to: Apply system knowledge at work and in daily life without deep
mathematical knowledge; Build models and simulate system behaviors on a
personal computer; Optimize systems in many different ways; Reduce or
eliminate unintended consequences; Develop a holistic world view . This book
will enable readers to not only better interact with the systems in their
professional and daily lives, but also allow them to develop and evaluate them for
their effectiveness in achieving their designed purpose. Comments from
Reviewers: “This is a marvelously well written introduction to Systems Thinking
and System Dynamics - I like it because it introduces Systems Thinking with
meaningful examples, which everyone should be able to readily connect” - Gene
Bellinger, Organizational theorist, systems thinker, and consultant, Director
Systems Thinking World “Excellent book ...very well written. Mr. Ghosh's world
view of system thinking is truly unique” - Peter A. Rizzi, Professor Emeritus,
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth “A thorough reading of the book provides
an interesting way to view many problems in our society” –Bradford T. Stokes,
Poppleton Chair and Professor Emeritus, The Ohio State University College of
Medicine “This is a very good and very readable book that is a must read for any
person involved in systems theory in any way - which may actually include just
about everyone” - Peter G. Martin, Vice President Business Value Consulting,
Schneider Electric
This book presents innovative technologies and research results on adaptive
control of dynamic systems with quantization, uncertainty and nonlinearity
including theoretical success and practical development such as approaches for
stability analysis, treatment of subsystem interactions, improvement of system
tracking and transient performance.
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How can you take advantage of feedback control for enterprise programming?
With this book, author Philipp K. Janert demonstrates how the same principles
that govern cruise control in your car also apply to data center management and
other enterprise systems. Through case studies and hands-on simulations, you’ll
learn methods to solve several control issues, including mechanisms to spin up
more servers automatically when web traffic spikes. Feedback is ideal for
controlling large, complex systems, but its use in software engineering raises
unique issues. This book provides basic theory and lots of practical advice for
programmers with no previous background in feedback control. Learn feedback
concepts and controller design Get practical techniques for implementing and
tuning controllers Use feedback “design patterns” for common control scenarios
Maintain a cache’s “hit rate” by automatically adjusting its size Respond to web
traffic by scaling server instances automatically Explore ways to use feedback
principles with queueing systems Learn how to control memory consumption in a
game engine Take a deep dive into feedback control theory
An excellent introduction to feedback control system design, this book offers a
theoretical approach that captures the essential issues and can be applied to a
wide range of practical problems. Its explorations of recent developments in the
field emphasize the relationship of new procedures to classical control theory,
with a focus on single input and output systems that keeps concepts accessible
to students with limited backgrounds. The text is geared toward a single-
semester senior course or a graduate-level class for students of electrical
engineering. The opening chapters constitute a basic treatment of feedback
design. Topics include a detailed formulation of the control design program, the
fundamental issue of performance/stability robustness tradeoff, and the graphical
design technique of loopshaping. Subsequent chapters extend the discussion of
the loopshaping technique and connect it with notions of optimality. Concluding
chapters examine controller design via optimization, offering a mathematical
approach that is useful for multivariable systems.
This book is a collection of 34 papers presented by leading researchers at the
International Workshop on Robust Control held in San Antonio, Texas in March
1991. The common theme tying these papers together is the analysis, synthesis,
and design of control systems subject to various uncertainties. The papers
describe the latest results in parametric understanding, H8 uncertainty, l1 optical
control, and Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT). The book is the first to bring
together all the diverse points of view addressing the robust control problem and
should strongly influence development in the robust control field for years to
come. For this reason, control theorists, engineers, and applied mathematicians
should consider it a crucial acquisition for their libraries.
Feedback Control of Dynamic SystemsPrentice Hall
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. For senior-
level or first-year graduate-level courses in control analysis and design, and related
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courses within engineering, science, and management. Feedback Control of Dynamic
Systems, Sixth Edition is perfect for practicing control engineers who wish to maintain
their skills. This revision of a top-selling textbook on feedback control with the
associated web site, FPE6e.com, provides greater instructor flexibility and student
readability. Chapter 4 on A First Analysis of Feedback has been substantially rewritten
to present the material in a more logical and effective manner. A new case study on
biological control introduces an important new area to the students, and each chapter
now includes a historical perspective to illustrate the origins of the field. As in earlier
editions, the book has been updated so that solutions are based on the latest versions
of MATLAB and SIMULINK. Finally, some of the more exotic topics have been moved
to the web site.
This monograph presents a simple and efficient two-relay control algorithm for
generation of self-excited oscillations of a desired amplitude and frequency in dynamic
systems. Developed by the authors, the two-relay controller consists of two relays
switched by the feedback received from a linear or nonlinear system, and represents a
new approach to the self-generation of periodic motions in underactuated mechanical
systems. The first part of the book explains the design procedures for two-relay control
using three different methodologies – the describing-function method, Poincaré maps,
and the locus-of-a perturbed-relay-system method – and concludes with stability
analysis of designed periodic oscillations. Two methods to ensure the robustness of two-
relay control algorithms are explored in the second part, one based on the combination
of the high-order sliding mode controller and backstepping, and the other on higher-
order sliding-modes-based reconstruction of uncertainties and their compensation
where Lyapunov-based stability analysis of tracking error is used. Finally, the third part
illustrates applications of self-oscillation generation by a two-relay control with a Furuta
pendulum, wheel pendulum, 3-DOF underactuated robot, 3-DOF laboratory helicopter,
and fixed-phase electronic circuits. Self-Oscillations in Dynamic Systems will appeal to
engineers, researchers, and graduate students working on the tracking and self-
generation of periodic motion of electromechanical systems, including non-minimum-
phase systems. It will also be of interest to mathematicians working on analysis of
periodic solutions.
This text deals with matrix methods for handling, reducing, and analyzing data from a
dynamic system, and covers techniques for the design of feedback controllers for those
systems which can be perfectly modeled. Unlike other texts at this level, this book also
provides techniques for the design of feedback controllers for those systems which
cannot be perfectly modeled. In addition, presentation draws attention to the iterative
nature of the control design process, and introduces model reduction and concepts of
equivalent models, topics not generally covered at this level. Chapters cover
mathematical preliminaries, models of dynamic systems, properties of state space
realizations, controllability and observability, equivalent realizations and model
reduction, stability, optimal control of time-variant systems, state estimation, and model
error concepts and compensation. Extensive appendixes cover the requisite
mathematics.
This work is aimed at mathematics and engineering graduate students and researchers
in the areas of optimization, dynamical systems, control sys tems, signal processing,
and linear algebra. The motivation for the results developed here arises from advanced
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engineering applications and the emer gence of highly parallel computing machines for
tackling such applications. The problems solved are those of linear algebra and linear
systems the ory, and include such topics as diagonalizing a symmetric matrix, singular
value decomposition, balanced realizations, linear programming, sensitivity
minimization, and eigenvalue assignment by feedback control. The tools are those, not
only of linear algebra and systems theory, but also of differential geometry. The
problems are solved via dynamical sys tems implementation, either in continuous time
or discrete time , which is ideally suited to distributed parallel processing. The problems
tackled are indirectly or directly concerned with dynamical systems themselves, so
there is feedback in that dynamical systems are used to understand and optimize
dynamical systems. One key to the new research results has been the recent discovery
of rather deep existence and uniqueness results for the solution of certain matrix least
squares optimization problems in geomet ric invariant theory. These problems, as well
as many other optimization problems arising in linear algebra and systems theory, do
not always admit solutions which can be found by algebraic methods.
This textbook is ideal for a course in engineering systems dynamics and controls. The
work is a comprehensive treatment of the analysis of lumped parameter physical
systems. Starting with a discussion of mathematical models in general, and ordinary
differential equations, the book covers input/output and state space models, computer
simulation and modeling methods and techniques in mechanical, electrical, thermal and
fluid domains. Frequency domain methods, transfer functions and frequency response
are covered in detail. The book concludes with a treatment of stability, feedback control
(PID, lead-lag, root locus) and an introduction to discrete time systems. This new
edition features many new and expanded sections on such topics as: solving stiff
systems, operational amplifiers, electrohydraulic servovalves, using Matlab with transfer
functions, using Matlab with frequency response, Matlab tutorial and an expanded
Simulink tutorial. The work has 40% more end-of-chapter exercises and 30% more
examples.
For courses in electrical & computing engineering. Feedback control fundamentals with
context, case studies, and a focus on design Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems,
8th Edition, covers the material that every engineer needs to know about feedback
control--including concepts like stability, tracking, and robustness. Each chapter
presents the fundamentals along with comprehensive, worked-out examples, all within
a real-world context and with historical background provided. The text is devoted to
supporting students equally in their need to grasp both traditional and more modern
topics of digital control, and the author's focus on design as a theme early on, rather
than focusing on analysis first and incorporating design much later. An entire chapter is
devoted to comprehensive case studies, and the 8th Edition has been revised with up-
to-date information, along with brand-new sections, problems, and examples.
Emphasizing modern topics and techniques, this text blends theory and real world
practice, mixes design and analysis, introduces design early, and represents physically
what occurs mathematically in feedback control of dynamic systems. Highlights of the
book include realistic problems and examples from a wide range of application areas.
New to this edition are: much sharper pedagogy; an increase in the number of
examples; more thorough development of the concepts; a greater range of homework
problems; a greater number and variety of worked out examples; expanded coverage of
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dynamics modelling and Laplace transform topics; and integration of MATLAB,
including many examples that are formatted in MATLAB.
The simulation of complex, integrated engineering systems is a core tool in
industry which has been greatly enhanced by the MATLAB® and Simulink®
software programs. The second edition of Dynamic Systems: Modeling,
Simulation, and Control teaches engineering students how to leverage powerful
simulation environments to analyze complex systems. Designed for introductory
courses in dynamic systems and control, this textbook emphasizes practical
applications through numerous case studies—derived from top-level engineering
from the AMSE Journal of Dynamic Systems. Comprehensive yet concise
chapters introduce fundamental concepts while demonstrating physical
engineering applications. Aligning with current industry practice, the text covers
essential topics such as analysis, design, and control of physical engineering
systems, often composed of interacting mechanical, electrical, and fluid
subsystem components. Major topics include mathematical modeling, system-
response analysis, and feedback control systems. A wide variety of end-of-
chapter problems—including conceptual problems, MATLAB® problems, and
Engineering Application problems—help students understand and perform
numerical simulations for integrated systems.
This book is devoted to the development of optimal control theory for finite
dimensional systems governed by deterministic and stochastic differential
equations driven by vector measures. The book deals with a broad class of
controls, including regular controls (vector-valued measurable functions), relaxed
controls (measure-valued functions) and controls determined by vector
measures, where both fully and partially observed control problems are
considered. In the past few decades, there have been remarkable advances in
the field of systems and control theory thanks to the unprecedented interaction
between mathematics and the physical and engineering sciences. Recently,
optimal control theory for dynamic systems driven by vector measures has
attracted increasing interest. This book presents this theory for dynamic systems
governed by both ordinary and stochastic differential equations, including
extensive results on the existence of optimal controls and necessary conditions
for optimality. Computational algorithms are developed based on the optimality
conditions, with numerical results presented to demonstrate the applicability of
the theoretical results developed in the book. This book will be of interest to
researchers in optimal control or applied functional analysis interested in
applications of vector measures to control theory, stochastic systems driven by
vector measures, and related topics. In particular, this self-contained account can
be a starting point for further advances in the theory and applications of dynamic
systems driven and controlled by vector measures.
Introduction to state-space methods covers feedback control; state-space
representation of dynamic systems and dynamics of linear systems; frequency-
domain analysis; controllability and observability; shaping the dynamic response;
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more. 1986 edition.
This book presents up-to-date research developments and novel methodologies
to solve various stability and control problems of dynamic systems with time
delays. First, it provides the new introduction of integral and summation
inequalities for stability analysis of nominal time-delay systems in continuous and
discrete time domain, and presents corresponding stability conditions for the
nominal system and an applicable nonlinear system. Next, it investigates several
control problems for dynamic systems with delays including H(infinity) control
problem Event-triggered control problems; Dynamic output feedback control
problems; Reliable sampled-data control problems. Finally, some application
topics covering filtering, state estimation, and synchronization are considered.
The book will be a valuable resource and guide for graduate students, scientists,
and engineers in the system sciences and control communities.
Precise dynamic models of processes are required for many applications,
ranging from control engineering to the natural sciences and economics.
Frequently, such precise models cannot be derived using theoretical
considerations alone. Therefore, they must be determined experimentally. This
book treats the determination of dynamic models based on measurements taken
at the process, which is known as system identification or process identification.
Both offline and online methods are presented, i.e. methods that post-process
the measured data as well as methods that provide models during the
measurement. The book is theory-oriented and application-oriented and most
methods covered have been used successfully in practical applications for many
different processes. Illustrative examples in this book with real measured data
range from hydraulic and electric actuators up to combustion engines. Real
experimental data is also provided on the Springer webpage, allowing readers to
gather their first experience with the methods presented in this book. Among
others, the book covers the following subjects: determination of the non-
parametric frequency response, (fast) Fourier transform, correlation analysis,
parameter estimation with a focus on the method of Least Squares and
modifications, identification of time-variant processes, identification in closed-
loop, identification of continuous time processes, and subspace methods. Some
methods for nonlinear system identification are also considered, such as the
Extended Kalman filter and neural networks. The different methods are
compared by using a real three-mass oscillator process, a model of a drive train.
For many identification methods, hints for the practical implementation and
application are provided. The book is intended to meet the needs of students and
practicing engineers working in research and development, design and
manufacturing.
For senior-level or first-year graduate-level courses in control analysis and
design, and related courses within engineering, science, and management
Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems covers the material that every engineer,
and most scientists and prospective managers, needs to know about feedback
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control-including concepts like stability, tracking, and robustness. Each chapter
presents the fundamentals along with comprehensive, worked-out examples, all
within a real-world context and with historical background information. The
authors also provide case studies with close integration of MATLAB throughout.
Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching
and learning experience-for you and your students. It will provide: *An
Understandable Introduction to Digital Control: This text is devoted to supporting
students equally in their need to grasp both traditional and more modern topics of
digital control. *Real-world Perspective: Comprehensive Case Studies and
extensive integrated MATLAB/SIMULINK examples illustrate real-world problems
and applications.*Focus on Design: The authors focus on design as a theme
early on and throughout the entire book, rather than focusing on analysis first and
design much later.
The book contains a collection of papers presented at the 1989 International
Conference of the Systems Dynamics Society in Stuttgart. It presents the state of
the art in systems research and computer simulation modeling for the analysis
and design of complex systems. The interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary
oriented contributions accentuate the potential benefits of well designed
simulation experiments. The structure of the volume follows the conference
programm. Papers presented in the Plenary Sessions, deal with the impact of
systems thinking on management in general. They underline the need for a "New
Management Style" to utilize to potential of formal models combined with
advanced computer technology. The increasing size and complexity of problem
situations cannot be coped with in a more intuitive manner. Other parts of the
volume discuss applications of Systems Dynamics to business strategy, macro-
economic policy, government planning etc. Methodological aspects are treated in
sections on optimization of complex systems, teaching and training of such a
systems approach is treated in an appropriate proportion.
A groundbreaking book from Simon Haykin, setting out the fundamental ideas
and highlighting a range of future research directions.
Classical Feedback Control with Nonlinear Multi-Loop Systems describes the design of high-
performance feedback control systems, emphasizing the frequency-domain approach widely
used in practical engineering. It presents design methods for high-order nonlinear single- and
multi-loop controllers with efficient analog and digital implementations. Bode integrals are
employed to estimate the available system performance and to determine the ideal frequency
responses that maximize the disturbance rejection and feedback bandwidth. Nonlinear
dynamic compensators provide global stability and improve transient responses. This book
serves as a unique text for an advanced course in control system engineering, and as a
valuable reference for practicing engineers competing in today’s industrial environment.
"This revision of a top-selling textbook on feedback control provides greater instructor flexibility
and student readability. Chapter 4 on A First Analysis of Feedback has been substantially
rewritten to present the material in a more logical and effective manner. A new case study on
biological control introduces an important new area to the students, and each chapter now
includes a historical perspective to illustrate the origins of the field. As in earlier editions, the
book has been updated so that solutions are based on the latest versions of MATLAB and
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SIMULINK."--BOOK JACKET.
This text covers the material that every engineer, and most scientists and prospective
managers, needs to know about feedback control, including concepts like stability, tracking,
and robustness. Each chapter presents the fundamentals along with comprehensive, worked-
out examples, all within a real-world context.
Like engineering systems, biological systems must also operate effectively in the presence of
internal and external uncertainty—such as genetic mutations or temperature changes, for
example. It is not surprising, then, that evolution has resulted in the widespread use of
feedback, and research in systems biology over the past decade has shown that feedback
control systems are widely found in biology. As an increasing number of researchers in the life
sciences become interested in control-theoretic ideas such as feedback, stability, noise and
disturbance attenuation, and robustness, there is a need for a text that explains feedback
control as it applies to biological systems. Written by established researchers in both control
engineering and systems biology, Feedback Control in Systems Biology explains how
feedback control concepts can be applied to systems biology. Filling the need for a text on
control theory for systems biologists, it provides an overview of relevant ideas and methods
from control engineering and illustrates their application to the analysis of biological systems
with case studies in cellular and molecular biology. Control Theory for Systems Biologists The
book focuses on the fundamental concepts used to analyze the effects of feedback in
biological control systems, rather than the control system design methods that form the core of
most control textbooks. In addition, the authors do not assume that readers are familiar with
control theory. They focus on "control applications" such as metabolic and gene-regulatory
networks rather than aircraft, robots, or engines, and on mathematical models derived from
classical reaction kinetics rather than classical mechanics. Another significant feature of the
book is that it discusses nonlinear systems, an understanding of which is crucial for systems
biologists because of the highly nonlinear nature of biological systems. The authors cover tools
and techniques for the analysis of linear and nonlinear systems; negative and positive
feedback; robustness analysis methods; techniques for the reverse-engineering of biological
interaction networks; and the analysis of stochastic biological control systems. They also
identify new research directions for control theory inspired by the dynamic characteristics of
biological systems. A valuable reference for researchers, this text offers a sound starting point
for scientists entering this fascinating and rapidly developing field.
This work discusses the use of digital computers in the real-time control of dynamic systems
using both classical and modern control methods. Two new chapters offer a review of
feedback control systems and an overview of digital control systems. MATLAB statements and
problems have been more thoroughly and carefully integrated throughout the text to offer
students a more complete design picture.
For courses in electrical & computing engineering. Feedback control fundamentals with
context, case studies, and a focus on design Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems, 8th
Edition, covers the material that every engineer needs to know about feedback
control--including concepts like stability, tracking, and robustness. Each chapter presents the
fundamentals along with comprehensive, worked-out examples, all within a real-world context
and with historical background provided. The text is devoted to supporting students equally in
their need to grasp both traditional and more modern topics of.
Dynamics systems (living organisms, electromechanical and industrial systems, chemical and
technological processes, market and ecology, and so forth) can be considered and analyzed
using information and systems theories. For example, adaptive human behavior can be studied
using automatic feedback control. As an illustrative example, the driver controls a car changing
the speed and steer ing wheels using incoming information, such as traffic and road conditions.
This book focuses on the most important and manageable topics in applied multivariable
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control with application to a wide class of electromechanical dynamic systems. A large
spectrum of systems, familiar to electrical, mechanical, and aerospace stu dents, engineers,
and scholars, are thoroughly studied to build the bridge between theory and practice as well as
to illustrate the practical application of control theory through illustrative examples. It is the
author's goal to write a book that can be used to teach undergraduate and graduate classes in
automatic control and nonlin ear control at electrical, mechanical, and aerospace engineering
departments. The book is also addressed to engineers and scholars, and the examples
considered allow one to implement the theory in a great variety of industrial systems. The main
purpose of this book is to help the reader grasp the nature and significance of multivariable
control.
Engineering system dynamics focuses on deriving mathematical models based on simplified
physical representations of actual systems, such as mechanical, electrical, fluid, or thermal,
and on solving these models for analysis or design purposes. System Dynamics for
Engineering Students: Concepts and Applications features a classical approach to system
dynamics and is designed to be utilized as a one-semester system dynamics text for upper-
level undergraduate students with emphasis on mechanical, aerospace, or electrical
engineering. It is the first system dynamics textbook to include examples from compliant
(flexible) mechanisms and micro/nano electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS). This new
second edition has been updated to provide more balance between analytical and
computational approaches; introduces additional in-text coverage of Controls; and includes
numerous fully solved examples and exercises. Features a more balanced treatment of
mechanical, electrical, fluid, and thermal systems than other texts Introduces examples from
compliant (flexible) mechanisms and MEMS/NEMS Includes a chapter on coupled-field
systems Incorporates MATLAB® and Simulink® computational software tools throughout the
book Supplements the text with extensive instructor support available online: instructor's
solution manual, image bank, and PowerPoint lecture slides NEW FOR THE SECOND
EDITION Provides more balance between analytical and computational approaches, including
integration of Lagrangian equations as another modelling technique of dynamic systems
Includes additional in-text coverage of Controls, to meet the needs of schools that cover both
controls and system dynamics in the course Features a broader range of applications,
including additional applications in pneumatic and hydraulic systems, and new applications in
aerospace, automotive, and bioengineering systems, making the book even more appealing to
mechanical engineers Updates include new and revised examples and end-of-chapter
exercises with a wider variety of engineering applications
The essential introduction to the principles and applications of feedback
systems—now fully revised and expanded This textbook covers the mathematics
needed to model, analyze, and design feedback systems. Now more user-
friendly than ever, this revised and expanded edition of Feedback Systems is a
one-volume resource for students and researchers in mathematics and
engineering. It has applications across a range of disciplines that utilize feedback
in physical, biological, information, and economic systems. Karl Åström and
Richard Murray use techniques from physics, computer science, and operations
research to introduce control-oriented modeling. They begin with state space
tools for analysis and design, including stability of solutions, Lyapunov functions,
reachability, state feedback observability, and estimators. The matrix exponential
plays a central role in the analysis of linear control systems, allowing a concise
development of many of the key concepts for this class of models. Åström and
Murray then develop and explain tools in the frequency domain, including transfer
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functions, Nyquist analysis, PID control, frequency domain design, and
robustness. Features a new chapter on design principles and tools, illustrating
the types of problems that can be solved using feedback Includes a new chapter
on fundamental limits and new material on the Routh-Hurwitz criterion and root
locus plots Provides exercises at the end of every chapter Comes with an
electronic solutions manual An ideal textbook for undergraduate and graduate
students Indispensable for researchers seeking a self-contained resource on
control theory
For senior-level or first-year graduate-level courses in control analysis and
design, and related courses within engineering, science, and management
Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems covers the material that every engineer,
and most scientists and prospective managers, needs to know about feedback
control–including concepts like stability, tracking, and robustness. Each chapter
presents the fundamentals along with comprehensive, worked-out examples, all
within a real-world context and with historical background information. The
authors also provide case studies with close integration of MATLAB throughout.
Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching
and learning experience–for you and your students. It will provide: An
Understandable Introduction to Digital Control: This text is devoted to supporting
students equally in their need to grasp both traditional and more modern topics of
digital control. Real-world Perspective: Comprehensive Case Studies and
extensive integrated MATLAB/SIMULINK examples illustrate real-world problems
and applications. Focus on Design: The authors focus on design as a theme
early on and throughout the entire book, rather than focusing on analysis first and
design much later. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you
can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as
you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your
computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free
download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon
purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access
this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will
continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf
installed.
Bipedal locomotion is among the most difficult challenges in control engineering.
Most books treat the subject from a quasi-static perspective, overlooking the
hybrid nature of bipedal mechanics. Feedback Control of Dynamic Bipedal Robot
Locomotion is the first book to present a comprehensive and mathematically
sound treatment of feedback design for achieving stable, agile, and efficient
locomotion in bipedal robots. In this unique and groundbreaking treatise, expert
authors lead you systematically through every step of the process, including:
Mathematical modeling of walking and running gaits in planar robots Analysis of
periodic orbits in hybrid systems Design and analysis of feedback systems for
achieving stable periodic motions Algorithms for synthesizing feedback
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controllers Detailed simulation examples Experimental implementations on two
bipedal test beds The elegance of the authors' approach is evident in the
marriage of control theory and mechanics, uniting control-based presentation and
mathematical custom with a mechanics-based approach to the problem and
computational rendering. Concrete examples and numerous illustrations
complement and clarify the mathematical discussion. A supporting Web site
offers links to videos of several experiments along with MATLAB® code for
several of the models. This one-of-a-kind book builds a solid understanding of the
theoretical and practical aspects of truly dynamic locomotion in planar bipedal
robots.
Discrete Networked Dynamic Systems: Analysis and Performance provides a
high-level treatment of a general class of linear discrete-time dynamic systems
interconnected over an information network, exchanging relative state
measurements or output measurements. It presents a systematic analysis of the
material and provides an account to the math development in a unified way. The
topics in this book are structured along four dimensions: Agent, Environment,
Interaction, and Organization, while keeping global (system-centered) and local
(agent-centered) viewpoints. The focus is on the wide-sense consensus problem
in discrete networked dynamic systems. The authors rely heavily on algebraic
graph theory and topology to derive their results. It is known that graphs play an
important role in the analysis of interactions between multiagent/distributed
systems. Graph-theoretic analysis provides insight into how topological
interactions play a role in achieving coordination among agents. Numerous types
of graphs exist in the literature, depending on the edge set of G. A simple graph
has no self-loop or edges. Complete graphs are simple graphs with an edge
connecting any pair of vertices. The vertex set in a bipartite graph can be
partitioned into disjoint non-empty vertex sets, whereby there is an edge
connecting every vertex in one set to every vertex in the other set. Random
graphs have fixed vertex sets, but the edge set exhibits stochastic behavior
modeled by probability functions. Much of the studies in coordination control are
based on deterministic/fixed graphs, switching graphs, and random graphs. This
book addresses advanced analytical tools for characterization control, estimation
and design of networked dynamic systems over fixed, probabilistic and time-
varying graphs Provides coherent results on adopting a set-theoretic framework
for critically examining problems of the analysis, performance and design of
discrete distributed systems over graphs Deals with both homogeneous and
heterogeneous systems to guarantee the generality of design results
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